
DIA PRODUCT LIST 
DIAworks offers products to support and inform your organization’s journey toward cultural inclusiveness. 

PURPOSE PRODUCT 

ASSESS, EXPLORE 
& ANALYZE 

Includes 15 surveys, detailed 
Summary Report, Gap Report 
& one facilitated debriefing 
for up to 35 participants. 

DIAMOND INCLUSIVENESS™ ASSESSMENT (DIA) 
Basic Package  $1,000 

The DIA is designed to help all kinds of organizations better 
define and shape their performance with culturally diverse 
employees, customers, and communities. The tool asks 
respondents to consider a comprehensive list of 64 observable 
situations, clustered within eight overlapping and intersecting 
dimensions. The survey takes an average of 20 minutes to 
complete. Within 48 hours of completing all surveys, you will 
receive a detailed Summary Report of the aggregated results 
as well as a Gap Report. You can then explore results with 
your participants via the facilitated debriefing (included), 
share the reports with stakeholders, and quickly and easily 
make strategic decisions about your next steps. 

ADD-ONS 

ADDITIONAL SURVEYS 

$15 each 
Include and gather input 
from more stakeholders. 

COMPARISON REPORTS 

Starting at $750 each 

An Internal Comparison 
allows you to explore 
differences within the 
organization across locations, 
departments or other 
customized groups. 

An External Comparison 
Report puts your results into 
context with the results of 
other organizations that have 
taken the DIA. 

PRESENTATIONS & 
FACILITATED 
DISCUSSIONS 
Starting at $350 Each 

As a neutral third party, 
DIAworks’ can deliver results, 
or help you by facilitating 
exploration and analysis of 
your DIA results. We offer 
either “off-the-shelf” or 
customized debriefings, 
workshops and discussions for 
any number of particpants. 

PRE & POST ADVISORY 
SERVICES 
Starting at $400 

We try to make it easy to 
administer the DIA and 
analyze results. But 
sometimes you could use 
additional capacity, tailored 
advice, or technical 
expertise. We offer 
assistance recruiting DIA 
participants, crafting 
messages and ongoing 
communications, planning 
debriefing events, and other 
services.  

A joint venture of CultureBrokers® LLC and Side by Side Associates. Contact 651-321-2167 or 651-398-9319. 
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	15BSPIRITUAL CAPITAL (TRANSCENDENTAL)
	14BCULTURAL CAPITAL
	8BBUILT ENVIRONMENT
	The set of shared and transferable knowledge, skills, values, behaviors, etc., facilitating individual success.
	The buildings, infrastructures and other human-made components making up our surroundings.
	9BHUMAN DEVELOPMENT
	10BFINANCIAL INVESTMENT
	The way money is put into something with the expectation of short- or long-term gain.
	The policies, processes and activities that enable human growth, build capabilities, and empower.
	11BPOLITICAL CAPITAL
	12BNATURAL ENVIRONMENT
	The living and non-living things occurring naturally in our surroundings.
	“The ability to influence standards, rules, regulations and their enforcement.”
	13BSOCIAL CAPITAL
	The spiritual, moral and psychological beliefs and practices that motivate, stimulate, and encourage moral behaviors of individuals.
	The cooperation between individuals and groups that results in collective benefits.
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